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This special volume is devoted to Parallel Computing. It may surprise the typical 
reader of Theoretical Computer Science, as it contains not-so-theoretic papers. Some 
papers include theorems, as others report on the design of software prototypes. This 
diversity can be explained when looking at the selection process that led to this special 
issue. 
This special volume is a follow-on of the Europar ‘96 conference that took place at 
Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon in late August 1996. The selection of the papers of 
this special issue has been organized as follows. The Europar ‘96 conference was 
divided into a series of workshops, each of them being supervised by a program 
committee of four persons. Inside each workshop, papers have been ranked according 
to the grading given by the referees for the conference. The program committee of each 
workshop has been asked to select a few papers (among the top-ranked papers in their 
workshop) for possible submission to this special issue. The authors of the selected 
papers have then been contacted, and 42 submissions to this special volume have been 
received. 
Less than half of the submitted papers have been accepted for the special volume. 
This low ratio (given the original selection of the conference papers) comes from the 
fact that, for many of us, the criteria used to evaluate an extended journal paper are 
different from the ones used for a shorter conference paper. Some strong papers were 
rejected as they do not satisfy one of the main criteria of selection for a journal, i.e. 
results must reflect a research that leads to final conclusions, and not only reflect high 
quality but on-going research. 
We want to thank all the authors for their contribution to Europar ‘96, and to this 
issue. We would also like to thank all the people that were involved in the selection of 
the papers, and in the reviewing process, for their excellent job. Special thanks go to 
Maurice Nivat, the editor-in-chief of Theoretical Computer Science, who is at the 
origin of this special volume, and who provided strong support for editing this 
volume. 
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